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ABSTRACT 

  

Christian Milne’s Simple Poems on Simple Subjects contains fifty-six poems, 

including autobiographical poems, fictional narratives, and songs, all created by the 

working-class Scottish poet who was born in Inverness in 1773.  Milne’s collection was 

published in 1805 by J. Chalmers and Co., in Aberdeen, Scotland. Little is known about 

the distribution of the volume, but, in the final poem in the volume, Upon Seeing the List 

of Subscribers to this Little Work, Milne includes the list of the volume’s extensive 

financial supporters, consisting of 523 individual subscribers.  The poems appear to be in 

no particularly significant order, but most of the songs and “tales” are included together 

while the autobiographical poems are scattered throughout the volume.  Most of the 

poems in the volume are written in the form of pentameter couplets, tetrameter couplets, 

or stanzas of “common meter,” or hymn meter. 

Milne’s poetry has received little critical attention largely due to its scarcity.  

According to the Worldcat Database, only six copies of Milne’s collection exist in 

libraries worldwide: Glasgow University, Harvard, New York Public Library, University 

of Alberta, University of Western Ontario, and University of California-Davis.  The UC-

Davis copy has recently been made available electronically in two databases: the open 

website British Women Romantic Poets, 1789-1832, sponsored by the Shields Library at 

UC-Davis since 1999, and the commercial database Scottish Women Poets of the 

Romantic Period, issued by the Alexander Street Press in collaboration with the 

University of Chicago in 2002.  This electronic availability of rare archival materials 

provided the opportunities to research Milne’s work for this thesis.  The one piece of 

published criticism on Milne’s poetry to date is Bridget Keegan’s introduction to Milne’s 

collection in the Scottish Women Poets database. 

  Milne, as revealed through her autobiographical Preface, Introductory Verses, 

and through her array of autobiographical poems, began life as one of ten children, her 

father a successful cabinet maker.  Following the deaths of her mother and eight of her 

siblings, Milne and her father travelled by foot from Stonehaven, near Aberdeen, to 

Edinburgh, where the two lived, suffering through poverty and illness.  Milne supported 
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her father monetarily, by working as a servant, and emotionally, as he battled 

consumption and bouts of depression.  Her autobiographical introductory sections, as 

well as her autobiographical poems, reveal a woman who describes her tumultuous past 

from the relative comfort and security of a seemingly happy marriage back in Aberdeen, 

enjoying her roles as the wife of a ship’s carpenter, Patrick Milne, as the mother of four 

children, and her role as a writer, as well.  All of her poems work together to reveal the 

complexities of her identity as a working-class mother, wife, and writer. 

In this thesis, I focus on eleven of Milne’s poems and divide them into three 

chapters, titled, 1) Humble Confidence: Poems of Address to Members of the Upper-

Classes; 2) Negotiations of Womanhood, Writing, and Self; and 3) A Scottish Briton: 

War, Peace, and Nationality.  These three groupings specifically examine several 

crucial elements of Milne’s poetry: her negotiation of her own gender and class identity 

as revealed through her addresses to other women and men, particularly those in the 

upper classes; her self-reflection and self-analysis as a working-class wife, mother, and 

writer; and her unique perspective on war, peace, nation and empire as a working-class 

Scottish woman.  

 vii 

 

 



  

INTRODUCTION 

 

Christian Milne’s Simple Poems on Simple Subjects contains fifty-six poems, 

including autobiographical poems, fictional narratives, and songs, all created by the 

working-class Scottish poet who was born in Inverness in 1773.  Milne’s collection was 

published in 1805 by J. Chalmers and Co., in Aberdeen, Scotland. Little is known about 

the distribution of the volume, but, in the final poem in the volume, Upon Seeing the List 

of Subscribers to this Little Work, Milne includes the list of the volume’s extensive 

financial supporters, consisting of 523 individual subscribers.  The poems appear to be in 

no particularly significant order, but most of the songs and “tales” are included together 

while the autobiographical poems are scattered throughout the volume.  Most of the 

poems in the volume are written in the form of pentameter couplets, tetrameter couplets, 

or stanzas of “common meter,” or hymn meter. 

Milne’s poetry has received little critical attention largely due to its scarcity.  

According to the Worldcat Database, only six copies of Milne’s collection exist in 

libraries worldwide: Glasgow University, Harvard, New York Public Library, University 

of Alberta, University of Western Ontario, and University of California-Davis.  The UC-

Davis copy has recently been made available electronically in two databases: the open 

website British Women Romantic Poets, 1789-1832, sponsored by the Shields Library at 

UC-Davis since 1999, and the commercial database Scottish Women Poets of the 

Romantic Period, issued by the Alexander Street Press in collaboration with the 

University of Chicago in 2002.  This electronic availability of rare archival materials 

provided the opportunities to research Milne’s work for this thesis.  The one piece of 

published criticism on Milne’s poetry to date is Bridget Keegan’s introduction to Milne’s 

collection in the Scottish Women Poets database. 

  Milne, as revealed through her autobiographical Preface, Introductory Verses, 

and through her array of autobiographical poems, began life as one of ten children, her 

father a successful cabinet maker.  Following the deaths of her mother and eight of her 

siblings, Milne and her father travelled by foot from Stonehaven, near Aberdeen, to 

Edinburgh, where the two lived, suffering through poverty and illness.  Milne supported 

her father monetarily, by working as a servant, and emotionally, as he battled 
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consumption and bouts of depression.  Her autobiographical introductory sections, as 

well as her autobiographical poems, reveal a woman who describes her tumultuous past 

and also describes the relative comfort and security of her current living situation.  She 

enjoys a seemingly happy marriage back in Aberdeen, enjoying her roles as the wife of a 

ship’s carpenter, Patrick Milne, as the mother of four children, and her role as a writer, as 

well.  All of her poems work together to reveal the complexities of her identity as a 

working-class mother, wife, and writer. 

In this thesis, I focus on eleven of Milne’s poems and divide them into three 

chapters, titled, 1) Humble Confidence: Poems of Address to Members of the Upper-

Classes; 2) Negotiations of Womanhood, Writing, and Self; and 3) A Scottish Briton: 

War, Peace, and Nationality.  These three chapters specifically examine several crucial 

elements of Milne’s poetry: her negotiation of her own gender and class identity as 

revealed through her addresses to other women and men, particularly those in the upper 

classes; her self-reflection and self-analysis as a working-class wife, mother, and writer; 

and her unique perspective on war, peace, nation and empire as a working-class Scottish 

woman.   

  Milne’s poems of address form the first chapter because they encompass issues 

of subjectivity such as Milne’s self-reflection and self-portrayal as a working-class 

woman writer as well as more public issues, such as Milne’s changes in language and 

self-presentation as she addresses issues of class and writes specifically to her upper class 

subscribers.  The second chapter deals with poems specifically addressing Milne’s 

concerns of gender, self, and negotiation of the private sphere.  Milne constructs a self-

representation as she considers her own notions of womanhood, including her roles as a 

working-class wife, mother, and writer.  Although the poems in this second section deal 

with subjects from religion to Milne’s marriage and even advice to a young woman 

concerning her virtue and an address to Milne’s own daughter as she discovers reading, 

each poem reveals Milne’s own complicated notions of writing, gender, religion, and self.  

Lastly, the third chapter moves into Milne’s most public concerns, her examination of her 

native Scotland and the British empire in poems encouraging military action and peace, 

as well.  Milne’s layered perspective on British imperialism and Scottish identity emerges 

throughout her varying nationalistic and political poems.  Each of these three chapters 
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reveals interconnected issues of nationality, class, gender, and self which Milne re-

examines within each poem, and a closer examination of her work informs us of the 

complex identity of one working-class woman poet in late eighteenth- and early 

nineteenth-century Scotland.  

Before turning to the three chapters, I begin with Milne’s Preface to gain a better 

understanding of Milne’s life experiences and the confident yet apologetic tone she uses 

to introduce her collection.  In the first section of the Preface, Milne introduces herself as 

a writer, chronicling her experiences with writing leading up to her collections’ 

publication, and the section is written entirely in verse.  She then begins a prose summary 

of her personal history, describing the tumultuous events following the death of her 

mother and eight siblings.  The Preface, therefore, includes an explanation of Milne’s 

social standing, life experiences, and self-described “modest” poetic attempts (vii).   

 Milne’s Preface contains apologetic descriptions of her creative process, and in 

the Preface, she also recounts life experiences which led to her present situation as the 

wife of a ship’s carpenter in Aberdeen and the mother of “four promising children” (18).  

Milne begins the Preface with a few pages of pentameter couplets, introducing herself as 

a poet and her working-class background.  She describes herself as “the mean / 

Unlettr’d—female Bard of Aberdeen,” (vii) and she introduces several crucial aspects of 

her self-perception as a poet which will reappear throughout the rest of the poems in her 

collection. 

 First, Milne situates herself in relationship to Milton, Pope, Gay, and Burns.  She 

places herself in a station different from upper-class poets due to her gender and class, 

describing herself as a “ ‘menial maid’ with no release from toil,” and she later explores 

her shared class background with Burns in Addressed to the Shade of Burns (8).  In the 

Preface, she describes her gender and class position as doubly binding to her creativity.  

Milne writes,  

Sure state more adverse to poetic skill  

(With apathy more apt the mind to fill),  

The world knows not, save its counterpart,  

That state, more irksome to the feeling heart,  

When menial maid becomes a wedded wife,  
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Her term of slav’ry then the term of life! (8) 

Milne thus begins her verse exploration of her own class and gender roles, an exploration 

which continues throughout most of the autobiographical poems included in her 

collection.  Her recurring interest in the roles of women within their community and 

within their own households changes shape from poem to poem, but her comparison of 

marriage to enslavement is particularly remarkable here.  Throughout the rest of her 

poems, Milne positively portrays the concept of marriage and her own marriage in 

particular.  She repeatedly writes about the depth and strength of her love for her 

husband, and I will later explore this conflict in Milne’s portrayal of marriage and the 

tensions it may reveal between Milne as a devoted wife and Milne as a writer.  Milne’s 

self-image is largely based on her role as a wife and mother, as evidenced by its mention 

here, throughout her collection, and even on her title page, where she writes “by Christian 

Milne, Wife of a Journeyman Ship-Carpenter in Footdee, Aberdeen” (iii).  This recurring 

dual identification with the roles of wife and mother, as well as the role of published 

writer, proves to be a vitally important aspect of Milne’s self-portrayal. 

 Milne continues the verse introduction to her Preface by describing her loyalty to 

her working-class responsibilities.  She writes,  

 Yet, ‘mid these frown of fortune here detail’d, 

Without her having e’er in duty fail’d  

To parent, master, child, or husband dear, 

The following compositions now appear. (9) 

She continues by admonishing critics to avoid commenting on “rules” since they are all 

“unknown” to her; she emphasizes virtue in her writing as the only rule she knows and 

follows.  Throughout her biographical poems, Milne presents this self-concept of a 

virtuous woman who honors all of her responsibilities while also writing poetry.  She 

emphasizes her “proper” behavior as a virtuous woman perhaps to compensate for her 

rebellious act of writing and encouraging the sale of her collection.  She may focus on her 

expertise in the domestic sphere to excuse her presence in the literary sphere since her 

position in the literary world challenges the traditional patriarchal paradigm of upper-

class male writers.   
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 She then moves from the verse introduction into a prose explanation of her 

personal history.  She first addresses the lack of critical commentary and critical praise 

for her work, emphasizing that the lack of commentary on her work leaves her work with 

an appropriate natural beauty given its humble origins.  She writes, “it is presumed, that 

the gifts of Nature, like Nature itself, have only, in order to excite admiration, to be left in 

possession of their original simplicity, being—‘When unadorned, adorn’d the most’” 

(10).  She begins her history in order “to indulge the laudable curiosity of the reader, 

eager, no doubt, to be made / acquainted with the history of a female who, without 

external aid from birth or education, / --‘Must  look within to find / ‘The secret turns of 

Nature within the mind’ (10, 11).  She then begins her “artless and affecting” narrative, 

after referring to several respected gentlemen in her village, Footdee, who can attest to 

her truthfulness.   

Milne’s “artless and affecting narrative” is explored by Bridget Keegan in her 

essay “The Mean Unlettr’d-- Female Bard of Aberdeen: The Complexities of Christian 

Milne’s Simple Poems on Simple Subjects.”  Keegan interprets Milne’s self-portrayal as 

carefully planned, arguing that Milne appealed to her readers with a unique presentation 

of her personal experiences.  Keegan writes, “Milne manipulates her marginalization 

carefully. She presents herself as both similar to and different than other natural geniuses, 

using her disadvantages to her advantage.”  Keegan also explores Milne’s work in terms 

of Milne’s “double-voicedness,” in which Milne explores various and sometimes 

contrasting opinions and perspectives on subjects such as class, war, and nationalism.   

Keegan examines Milne’s work through four categories, writing that through 

these “areas,” Milne’s poems “demonstrate their complexity.”  Keegan’s four areas are 

“Milne's self-presentation as a laboring-class natural genius,” “her relation to other poetry 

written by servants and in particular women servants,” “her poetry on war,” and “Milne's 

use of voice, particularly in her songs and ballads, most of which also pertain to the 

subjects of war and empire.”  The three sections into which I divide Milne’s poems for 

the purposes of this thesis are closely related to Keegan’s, yet a departure from them, as 

well.  For example, the first section of the thesis, Humble Confidence: Poems of 

Address to Members of the Upper-Classes, is related to Keegan’s exploration of 

Milne’s “self-presentation” as well as Milne’s relation to poetry by other servants, but I 
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choose to examine Milne’s self-presentation through her methods of addressing those 

more highly ranked in class.  Milne’s use of voice figures into all three of the categories 

in this thesis, and I explore her changing use of voice throughout each section.  Keegan’s 

observations about Milne’s war and empire-related poems also relate to my section, A 

Scottish Briton: War, Peace, and Nationality, and I begin with Keegan’s observation 

about Milne’s conflicted attitudes toward war and peace, and Scottishness and British 

imperial identity, and explore them more fully in the texts of the three poems in that 

section.  Keegan’s work is comprehensive and knowledgable, a provocative starting point 

for my own, and the similarities and differences in our scholarship provide helpful insight 

Milne’s work. 

Milne begins her personal history with a brief explanation of her parents’ 

backgrounds, then describes her literacy history, which includes her reading and enjoying 

poetry at six years old and copying poems, but not writing her own poetry as a child.  

Instead, her own creations were her secret until, at twelve years old, she shared one of the 

songs she wrote with a friend.  This first attempt at sharing was unsuccessful since the 

friend did not respond and Milne guessed that her friend thought she lied about 

composing the song.  Again, she unsuccessfully shared some of her writing at 14 with her 

fellow servants in Aberdeen and they apparently laughed at her and called her “idle” (13).  

Milne then departs from her literacy history, embarking on a brief narrative of her 

misfortunes with her father who suffered financial ruin, misguided into unsuccessful 

transactions.  At the same time, Milne and her father heard about the death of her last 

surviving sibling, a favorite brother who drowned on his first sea voyage.   

Milne’s mother remains absent, except for an earlier reference to her interment at 

the church in Inverness where Christian’s eight other siblings are also buried.  Milne does 

not further describe the causes of death or even the ages of her siblings.  Considering her 

descriptions of her father and brother which are included, the absence of Milne’s mother 

is remarkable.  In several poems within her collection, she explores her own experiences 

as a mother, still with no mention of her own mother or the influence she may have had 

on Milne.  The cause of this erasure may be related to a similar absence of the mother in 

the fiction of Mary Wollstonecraft, as observed by Laurie Langbauer in An Early 
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Romance: Motherhood and Women’s Writing in Mary Wollstonecraft’s Novels.  She 

writes, 

And the mother is marked within Wollstonecraft’s fiction not just through her 

presence, but also through her absence.  For, although Wollstonecraft gestures to 

the mother more than is usual, the maternal space remains curiously vacant, 

too…The mother is shadowy, not completely represented, because her place is 

outside the signifiying order, unrepresentable (214). 

Milne’s own “shadowy” mother appears only in the brief description of her family 

history and her mother’s place of burial.  Milne reveals little in the rest of her 

autobiographical poems to explain their relationship; she does not explain why her 

mother may have been “unrepresentable” or what may have inspired her absence in 

Milne’s writing. 

 Milne describes the class-consciousness of her father, who chose to live in 

Edinburgh instead of becoming a journeyman, a lower rank than his prior class status as a 

“house-carpenter and cabinet-maker” (12).  She writes, “His spirit could not brook the 

idea of working as a journeyman in a country where once he had had servants under him; 

in consequence of which he and I went to Edinburgh” (14).  Milne describes “his spirit” 

with a sensitive understanding of her father’s class allegiance as a source of pride.  She 

then describes the arduous journey, on foot, from Stonehaven to Edinburgh, with her 

depressed father and her own health weakening.  She explains how this physical and 

emotional upheaval affected her permanently.  Milne writes that it “gave my mind that 

plaintive, dejected cast, which has ever since been its prominent feature” (15).  This self-

perception of her own melancholy demeanor also reappears in several of her 

autobiographical poems though it is balanced by many explorations of her own happiness 

and contentment, creating a complex self-awareness I will further explore. 

 She continues with the description of supporting her father in Edinburgh on only 

her wages as a “common servant” (15).  Then, at 19 years of age, when consumption 

forced her to stop working, she describes how she and her father lived on charity for a 

time.  She then returned to the northeast, to Aberdeen, to improve her health, and she 

continued supporting her father until she found out, through a letter written by a stranger, 

that her father had been dead for some months.  Then, she describes her present state as 
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wife of Patrick Milne and the mother of four and briefly describes the events of her 

poems’ publication. 

 Milne writes about her poems being “accidentally shewn” to a prominent 

gentleman and the accompanying patronage that resulted in her poems’ publication (18).  

She also describes her astonishment that her poems would be worthy of “public notice” 

(19).  Milne states that “the above eventful little history,” as she describes it, will inspire 

the reader to aid the author for her children’s sake.  She writes, 

To promote the object of the author, whose heart indulges an honest wish to be 

possessed of the pecuniary means of giving her children in early life such 

education as, if they shall be found possessed of talents for distinguishing 

themselves, may enable them to—“Learn the bliss to prize, “That waits the sons 

of polish’d life” (21).   

Milne thus presents herself as a writer who writes not for fame or self-achievement, but 

simply one who hopes her children can benefit financially from her endeavors so that 

they may enjoy opportunities similar to hers if they are so inclined.   

Before closing with a quote concerning appreciation of artists and their situation 

in life, Milne further reveals the remarkable humble confidence which drives so many of 

her poems in the collection.  She writes, “An apology may be due to this appeal; but it is 

first appealed to the hearts of the benevolent whether the apology ought to be made” (23).  

This dynamic between consciousness of her societal roles, which could inspire her to 

apologize for her self-promotion, and her willingness to rebel against and sometimes 

subvert them in order to confidently express and portray herself, appears repeatedly in her 

poems.  Bridget Keegan interprets her “self-presentation as a laboring-class natural 

genius” as part of a long line of other working-class writers who promoted themselves 

similarly.  Keegan writes,  

Throughout the collection, Milne guides the reader to judge her work in the 

context of the British laboring-class tradition, a tradition that paradoxically 

derives its unity from individual poets' claims to uniqueness and singularity, 

predominantly through the aesthetic category of genius. In the opening lines of 

the poem which precedes the volume's "Preface," Milne deploys the same 

rhetorical strategies of alternating self-effacement and self-aggrandizement that 
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can be traced back nearly a century to poets such as Robert Dodsley, Stephen 

Duck, and Mary Collier. 

In addition to the “self-aggrandizement” that Keegan observes, I suggest that a self-

assuredness in her own abilities as a writer also characterizes Milne’s self-portrayals.  I 

will continue to explore this apologetic self-assurance throughout the poems in Milne’s 

collection as I also examine the relationships among nation, class, gender, and self within 

her poetry. 
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CHAPTER 1: HUMBLE CONFIDENCE: POEMS OF ADDRESS TO MEMBERS OF 

THE UPPER CLASSES 

 Each of Milne’s addresses to members of the upper-classes contains similar 

elements of Milne’s humble confidence.  This nuanced self-portrayal as a writer is likely 

designed to assuage her upper-class audiences’ anxieties concerning her potential for 

class-climbing while still expressing her own undeniable confidence in herself as a 

writer.  We assume that the people whom she addresses, usually only referred to as a 

“lady” or “gentleman,” are potential subscribers or those who already chose to financially 

support the publication of her collection.  The exception is the poem that I take up first, 

On A Lady, Who Spoke with Some Ill-Nature of the Advertisement of my Little Work in 

the “Aberdeen Journal.”  This is the most subversive and satirical poem in the selection, 

one in which Milne cleverly re-states, in verse form, a negative response to an 

advertisement for her work while avoiding direct commentary on the “lady” who wrote 

against the advertisement for Milne’s poetry.   

The three poems that I examine following On A Lady, one addressed to a female 

and two addressed to males, repeat Milne’s pattern of gracious thankfulness for various 

forms of upper class help or interest, including To a Gentleman, Desirious of Seeing My 

Manuscripts; To A Lady, Who Did Me the Honour to Call at My House; and To a 

Gentleman, Who Sent Me a Present of Pens.  In each poem, Milne cleverly negotiates the 

class difference between writer and audience, sometimes with humor, as is To a Lady, 

sometimes with lines alternating between her humble thankfulness and her self-portrayal 

as a confident writer who must follow her inspirations and continue producing creative 

works.  Each poem reveals Milne’s complex negotiations of private and public roles, as a 

working-class wife, mother, and writer who knows herself and her writing well enough to 

examine both in her poems, and as a working-class author whose knowledge of class bias 

informs her nuanced examinations of class, gender and writing in each poem. 

On A Lady, Who Spoke with Some Ill-Nature of the Advertisement of my Little Work in 

the “Aberdeen Journal.” 

 On A Lady provides us with Milne’s most satirical statement in the collection as 

she writes about a lady who apparently wrote a negative response to an advertisement of 

Simple Poems.  The poem is most remarkable in that Milne never directly criticizes the 
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author, instead simply re-states the negative response in the form of a poem.  Milne 

avoids commentary on the reviewer and the review itself, except by poetically rewriting 

it, an approach which reveals Milne’s usual subtle form of commentary.  Instead of 

railing against “Miss Prue,” her critic, Milne attacks “Miss Prue” by using Prue’s own 

comments against her, yet re-fashioning them with her greatest weapon, her own skill as 

a poet.  Therefore, Milne’s satirical rewrite proves her abilities as a poet while not 

resorting to an explicit defense of her own poetry. 

 Milne begins the first stanza, the first line, specifically, with her description of 

“Miss Prue,” the author of the negative response.  In this line is the single word in the 

entire poem which could possibly be a commentary on Prue herself; Milne describes her 

as “pert.”  The rest of the poem avoids commentary on Prue altogether, and even the 

word Milne chooses, “pert,” is ambiguous, likely by Milne’s choice.  The range of 

meanings for “pert” encompass many descriptions from “lively” to “unbecomingly 

forward,” so Milne likely took advantage of the multiple meanings to make a subtle and 

veiled commentary on her reviewer (OED).  In the first stanza, she writes, 

Says pert Miss Prue, 

There’s something new 

In Chalmers’ weekly papers— 

A Shipwright’s Wife, 

In humble life, 

Writes rhyme by nightly tapers!! (152) 

The two exclamation points mock Prue’s shock and disapproval of Milne’s writing.  

Milne includes details of Prue’s criticism about her role as “a Shipwright’s Wife, / In 

humble life,” careful to point out Prue’s specific depiction of her social standing and 

disapproval based on her class. 

 In the next stanza, Milne’s irony intensifies as she depicts Prue’s further criticism 

of Milne’s working-class background.  She writes, 

 That folks of taste 

Their time should waste 

To read them, makes me wonder! 

A low-born fool, 
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Ne-er bred at school, 

What can she do but blunder? 

Milne spares herself none of Prue’s harsh criticisms, yet, as usual, creates a well-crafted 

and articulate poem based on Prue’s doubts in her abilities, including her question, “What 

can she do but blunder?”  By working such a question into the form of a skillful poem, 

Milne proves that she does not blunder; she writes poetry. 

 Milne’s use of Prue’s words to disprove her accusations continues in the next 

stanza as she writes, 

Write rhyme, forsooth! 

Upon my truth 

‘Twill put it out of fashion; 

She can but paint, 

In colours faint, 

Rude Nature’s lowest passion. (152) 

Again, the joke is on Prue here as she underestimates Milne’s abilities.  As she questions 

Milne’s abilities to write rhyme and states that “She can but paint…Rude Nature’s lowest 

passion,” Milne proves that certainly she can at least write about something as low as a 

bad response to an advertisement for her poems, in addition to the low subjects Prue 

suggests. 

 In her final stanza, Milne again includes Prue’s condemnation of her behavior as 

she writes, 

 A wife so mean 

Should nurse, and clean, 

And mend her husband’s jacket; 

Not spend her time 

In writing rhyme, 

And raising such a racket! (153) 

Milne, indeed, did spend much of her time tending to her home and family as Prue states 

that she should, but she proves that she can also spend her time writing, if she chooses, 

even writing a criticism of her own critic.  In response to Prue’s advice that she should 

not spend her time writing “And raising such a racket!” Milne simply includes this 
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ridiculous admonition, “raising racket” about Miss Prue and proving that her critic’s 

misplaced criticism does not inhibit her from poetic creativity.  Milne further reveals her 

class-consciousness in this poem, even more bold than when she addresses men and 

women from the upper classes in other poems of her collection.  When addressing her 

subscribers, Milne is careful to confidently express herself without offending their 

anxiety concerning Milne’s potential for social climbing.  Here, Milne’s subtlety seems 

designed more to demonstrate her own elegant creativity and intellect than to avoid 

offense.  Whether Milne is explicit or guarded in her commentary, her class-conscious 

confidence emerges throughout each of her poems in this section. 

To A Gentleman, Desirous of Seeing My Manuscripts 

 Within To A Gentleman, Desirous of Seeing My Manuscripts, Milne directly 

addresses a gentleman, likely a potential subscriber, about the public reception of her 

writing.  The gentleman’s desire to “see” Milne’s manuscript is significant since Milne 

could have referred to his desire to “read” her manuscript just as easily.  Whether the 

word was the gentleman’s choice or Milne’s, it may reveal Milne’s keen awareness of the 

patriarchal world of publication and the symbolic exposure of her writing to the male 

gaze in this patriarchal environment.  Her writing, formerly rather private and likely 

shared with few since her peers’ ridicule in her adolescence, must now be revealed to a 

primarily male publication community in order to see it published.  Other lines in this 

poem and other poems addressing the upper classes reveal Milne’s own awareness of her 

vulnerability, as she asks those in the upper classes to consider the writing of someone 

they are likely biased against based on her class and gender.   

From the poem’s first stanza, Milne expresses first her gratitude that the 

gentleman wishes to see her writing, then immediately begins to explore the poem’s 

dominant idea, Milne’s reaction to those who reject her poetry based on her gender and 

class.  She writes, “As few would read my Book, who knew / To Whom this Book 

belongs” (55).  Thus, she begins, in the first stanza, addressing the patriarchal and class-

based bias against her poetry. 

 Milne expresses her opinion of those who reject her poetry, as well as those who 

accept it, in the second stanza, unreservedly criticizing those who discriminate against her 

as a poet.  She writes, “My mean estate, and birth obscure, / The ignorant will scorn; / 
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Respect, tho’ distant, from the good, / Makes that more lightly borne” (55).  She refers to 

those people who “respect” her as “the good,” and those who “scorn” her station in the 

working class are “ignorant.”  She points out that it is easer to deal with the ignorance of 

her critics since she has the approval of some, yet their “respect” is “distant.”  This 

description seems to reveal Milne’s sense of separation from her audience; specifically, 

she is likely referring to her subscribers, those who support her publication with their 

money, yet still likely remain “distant” due to their station in the upper classes.  Although 

they appreciate Milne’s work enough to promote it, she is still acutely aware of their 

class-based separation, their “distant” “respect.”  Milne’s awareness of the upper classes’ 

anxiety concerning any attempts at upward mobility from the lower classes demonstrates 

the disparity described by Moira Ferguson in First Feminists: British Women Writers: 

1578-1799.  Ferguson explores the upper classes’ sensitivity to the education of the lower 

classes.  She writes, 

All systems of educating the poor stressed the rigid maintenance of “keeping 

one’s place,” an ideology calculated to preempt any form of resistance to social 

standing by the disadvantaged.  Literacy was doubly distrusted for it both 

increased understanding and formented rebellion (6, 7). 

Milne’s perception of the “distant” upper classes and her shifting tone, expressing 

confidence and the proper class-based humbleness, reveal her own layered response to 

the upper class wariness of her education.  This unique relationship between subscriber 

and working-class writer is also thoroughly explored by Mary Waldron in her biography 

of Ann Yearsley, Lactilla, Milkwoman of Clifton: The Life and Writings of Ann Yearsley, 

1753-1806.  Waldron describes the relationship between Milne and her subscribers as 

well as several other working-class woman writers and their patrons as she writes, 

 Though the relationships of these writers with their patrons differ in details, they 

have in common the assumption, or perhaps assertion, that the protégée will be 

content to stay in that station to which it has pleased God to call her… (44) 

The upper classes, “distant” and wary of Milne’s literary gifts, expect her to remain 

socially immobile and she assures them that she has no intention to do otherwise. 

 Milne continues the exploration of class-based reactions to her poetry as she 

writes, in the third stanza, that she “could write with Seraph pen-- / Tho’Angels did 
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inspire” (55).  She states that even then only the “candid and humane” would “admire” 

her writings (55).  Her use of the word “candid” demonstrates that she considers them 

“free from bias, fair,” and “impartial.”  Thus, she commends their admiration, “free” 

from class-based “bias.”  Her description of her supporters as “humane,” is especially 

remarkable since she is essentially describing the fact that her subscribers treat her as a 

human being.  The term also denotes “gentleness” and “consideration,” and Milne seems 

to be expressing her appreciation with carefully considered terms, words accurately 

portraying the honest and fair support of her promoters (OED).  Milne writes that her 

subscribers see her as a fellow human being, even, perhaps, their equal.  Later in the 

poem, however, Milne further complicates this notion of their “distant” support.   

 Again, in the fourth stanza, she describes “the proud” who refuse to read her 

writing based on her position as a “Shipwright’s Wife” and a “serving Maid.”  Milne 

moves into the fifth stanza with a bold rejection of the class-biased members of society, 

imagining, in a dramatic moment, choosing death over begging from those who reject 

her.  She writes,  

Inur’d to hardships in my youth 

If want my age should crown 

I’ll never beg the haughty’s bread 

Death’s milder than their frown. (56) 

With her bold hypothetical choice of starving to death rather than begging from “the 

proud,” Milne writes her final stanza with an indifferent attitude toward the “gentleman” 

to whom the poem is addressed.  She writes, 

You’ll think but little of my Songs 

When you have read them o’er 

But say, “They’re well enough from her” 

And I expect no more. (56) 

This interesting stanza complicates Milne’s reaction to the reception of her poetry.  

Instead of the image she portrayed throughout the rest of the poem, grateful for 

acceptance and disapproving of class-based rejection of her poetry, she now seems 

almost self-effacing.  She states with certainty that her reader will “think but little” of her 

poetry, stating that she expects nothing more than the reader’s acceptance of her poetry as 
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“well enough from her” (emphasis mine).  Is Milne so certain of the bland reception of 

her poetry or is she simply remaining diffident to avoid being disappointed by his 

potentially negative reaction?  Perhaps “from her” speaks to the earlier line in the second 

stanza about the “distant” “respect” of those who accept her work; she understands that 

many of her subscribers still possess some class bias against her even as they promote her 

work.  Again, this complicated intersection of Milne’s class, gender, and self-image as a 

writer reveals her complex station as a working-class woman promoting her own writing. 

 Milne’s confidence in To A Gentleman seems, at times, to bloom as she imagines 

boldly dismissing the handouts of the “haughty” even at the cost of death, yet she also 

explores her own acute awareness of those subscribers who promote her.  She seems 

careful not to express any resentment for those who support her, but she subtly reveals 

her keen sense of place in the class hierarchy, aware that many of her supporters harbor 

class allegiance even as they promote her.  She reinforces the image of herself that her 

subscribers are likely most comfortable with, a humble, appreciative working-class 

woman, who does not expect the accolades that her subscribers likely feel unable to give 

considering on her social ranking.  She expects and appreciates only acceptance from her 

supporters, and she finesses the lines of her poems in a complicated statement which 

states her thanks for their help while also maintaining her sense of self-confidence, even 

the pride she takes in her station as a member of the working class. 

To a Lady, Who Did Me the Honour to Call at My House 

 Milne addresses issues of class and her self-portrayal as a writer within To a 

Lady, Who Did Me the Honor to Call at My House.  Within this poem, she narrates the 

visit of a “lady,” likely one of her subscribers, to her cottage, and the reactions of Milne 

and her husband.  Within the first stanza, Milne focuses on her husband’s reaction to the 

lady’s visit, and his response, as well as Milne’s, reveals the keen sense of class 

distinction both possess.  Milne writes that from the time of the lady’s visit, “My honest 

Mate adores you since, / With fervor next to dotage” (62).  Patrick Milne’s reaction 

seems to be based on the lady’s respect for Milne as an accomplished writer.  Milne 

writes, 

He said, you could have done no more, 

Had I been Pope or Waller; 
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He walked on tiptoe, rais’d his hat 

And thought he felt much taller (62). 

The lady’s consideration for Milne as a writer, on the same level as Pope or Waller, in the 

opinion of Patrick Milne, impresses Patrick and wins his respect for the visitor.  Milne’s 

respect for the visitor is evident, too, in the poem itself, written, it would seem, simply to 

express to the “lady” what a lasting impression her respect for Milne made upon the 

couple.  Milne’s tone, as she describes her husband, is humorous; she lovingly portrays 

her husband as bumbling yet kind as he puffs with pride in the presence of a lady who 

praises his wife’s writing. 

 Milne goes on to describe how Patrick walked on tiptoe, thought that “he felt 

much taller,” and began to notice the “tarry spots” on his jacket, suddenly aware of flaws 

and shabbiness in his clothing.  It seems that the woman’s visit, her praise for Milne as a 

writer, inspires pride in Patrick, who feels “taller,” because of the literary 

accomplishments of his wife, even wanting to appear less like a working-class man 

because his poet wife was honored by the praise of a “lady.”  Milne’s practical 

sensibilities bring him back to their working-class reality, one where their clothing is 

practical and she would prefer it no other way.  She writes, 

And, take my word, I love you more 

In that blue frock and trouser 

Than if you wore lac’d hat and cloaths, 

That won you ‘How d’ye do, Sir? (63) 

Milne, in her usual way, expresses her love and devotion for her husband, this time 

emphasizing that she loves him just as he is, with none of the material splendor enjoyed 

by members of the upper classes.     

Milne does not seem star-struck by the approval of the visitor, only appreciative, 

likely because Milne had been engaged in many exchanges with her upper-class 

subscribers while Patrick worked as a ship’s carpenter.  She seems to be smiling at her 

husband’s class insecurities, yet experiencing none of her own, confident in their simple 

attire and possessions.  Patrick changes his demeanor after the upper-class “lady” praises 

his wife as a writer, but for Christian, the praise seems less important.  Milne likely views 

the support of the upper classes in a more practical way, as monetary backing for her 
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poems which will allow them to be published and sold.  As in To A Gentleman Desirous 

of Seeing My Manuscripts, Christian appreciates the support yet understands the 

“distance” still felt by most of her supporters due to their difference in class.  

 Milne also reassures Patrick in the sixth stanza that “foolish pride” will only land 

members of the working class back in their original position of obscurity.  She writes, 

Ne’er folks like us shew’d foolish pride, 

But worth and sense despised them, 

And justly threw them from the height 

To which such notice rais’d them (63) 

“Folks like us,” or members of the working class, should not show “foolish pride,” which 

is perhaps how Milne sees Patrick’s reaction.  Despite the fact that Milne received the 

praise of a lady, the Milnes’ working-class identity and the impossibility of upward 

mobility remain, and she seems to be expressing this to Patrick.   

Milne sees such short-lived notice from the upper classes as dangerous, writing 

that once the working class people with “foolish pride” become despised by the upper 

classes, the upper classes “justly threw them from the height / To which such notice 

rais’d them” (63).  Being “thrown” from a “height” is the violent restoration of ambitious 

working-class people to their “proper” station in the working classes.  Milne writes that 

the upper classes “justly threw” (emphasis mine) the working class transgressors back to 

their original class station.  Perhaps Milne views this restoration as “just” because she is 

keenly aware of the boundaries for behavior which limit those within her class.  She 

seems to feel that other members of her class are equally aware of the situation.  If they 

choose to act with “foolish pride,” according to Milne, knowing that only working class 

behavior and occupations are accepted for the working class, then they deserve the 

punishment and lack of acceptance they will receive from the upper classes.  Milne’s 

complicated notions of class relate directly to her relationships with her subscribers, and 

she again directly addresses the visitor in the last stanza. 

 Similar to the last stanza in To A Gentleman Desrious of Seeing My Manuscripts, 

Milne reverts, in the last stanza of To A Lady, to the same self-effacing apologetic 

persona she adopted when addressing the “gentleman” who was likely a subscriber.  She 
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literally asks the lady to “pardon” the poem, perhaps to lessen the sharpness of her 

previous passage which so acutely observed the boundaries of class.  She writes, 

Now pardon, Ma’am, this silly tale; 

I’ve often wish’d to drop it; 

But when my pen begins to run; 

I try in vain to stop it. (63) 

Again, Milne demonstrates her skill in addressing members of the upper classes, and she 

employs a measure of humble diffidence, perhaps to assure this “lady” that she only 

wishes to earn some money for her poetry and has no desire to try to climb a nearly 

nonexistent social ladder between her own class and those higher than hers in social 

ranking.   

Milne’s relationship with the “lady,” likely a potential subscriber, is reminiscent 

of Ann Yearsley’s relationship with Hannah More.  Although Milne does not explicitly 

describe the “lady” as a potential subscriber, their difference in class reveals that she 

likely did fulfill this role.  As Milne reassures her readers, with her subtle self-

deprecation and humbleness, that she has only the ambition to be published, not to be 

upwardly mobile in class or station, she seeks to assuage the concern many middle-class 

patrons such as Hannah More harbored about the laboring-class women they promoted, a 

concern accurately described by Donna Landry in The Muses of Resistance: Laboring-

Class Women’s Poetry in Britain, 1339-1796.  Landry writes, “Regardless of her talents, 

the plebian poet is not to think of achieving reputation, fame or immortality through 

verse.  A little pocket-money and some assurance that starvation is kept at bay are all that 

Yearsley is entitled to seek, according to More” (21).  Thus, Milne wisely reassures her 

readers that she has the acceptable motivation for writing, likely knowing that reassuring 

upper-class anxieties about upward mobility was the best way to encourage the success of 

her collection. 

To A Gentleman, Who Sent Me A Present of Pens 

 In To A Gentleman, Who Sent Me a Present of Pens, Milne thanks the gentleman 

who apparently sent her a gift of pens along with a letter.  Milne expresses, in the first 

stanza, the fact that she is almost speechless in trying to thank the gentleman for the pens.  

She writes, 
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The quills and kind epistle came, 

Which you in goodness sent me; 

I’m at a loss due thanks to frame 

For such a favour lent me. (139) 

The “favour” or “exceptional kindness” according to the OED, was, according to Milne 

“lent” to her.  She seems to emphasize the extraordinary kindness of the gentleman with 

both “favour” and “lent,” clarifying that the gentleman behaved in a manner more 

considerate and thoughtful than she would have expected.  Perhaps the class difference, 

revealed by Milne referring to him as a “gentleman” also explains Milne’s surprised 

gratitude to receive something so thoughtful from a member of the upper classes.  

Although Milne writes that she is “at a loss due thanks to frame,” she uses this very issue 

of class difference to continue thanking him.  Instead of searching for better words of 

gratitude, Milne, with typical self-awareness, simply explains her situation in more detail, 

therefore further explaining why the gift of the pens is so appreciated. 

 Milne gives a brief history of her own writing experience and her own writing 

utensils in the second stanza.  She writes, 

 Since Nature taught my Muse to please 

Without the school’s instructions, 

I ne’er possess’d such pens as these 

To mark my small productions. (139) 

Here, Milne explains her unschooled writing style with her usual eloquence, humble yet 

confident.  In the first two lines of the stanza, she confidently states her natural ability as 

a poet as she refers to “Nature” which “taught” her “Muse to please.”  Milne recognizes 

that she received her lessons from nature and, nonetheless, is able to “please” with her 

writing.  She continues describing her lack of formal training as she mentions her lack of 

“school’s instructions,” again, honestly describing her background along with a 

confidence in her own abilities. 

 She continues, in this stanza, describing the apparent high quality of the pens, a 

quality she has never known due to her humble beginnings as a writer.  She states 

specifically that she “ne’er possess’d such pens as these / To mark my small productions” 

(139).  Again, Milne downplays her own writing, yet she does not devalue it, only calling 
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her productions “small,” not insignificant.  Perhaps the ambiguity in the term “small” 

allows Milne’s readers the freedom of interpretation that she wants them to have.  Gently 

presenting herself again as a humble writer, yet not explicitly doubting the strength of her 

work, Milne may have chosen “small” so that she could describe her efforts as humble 

and assuage upper-class concerns by allowing them to interpret her productions as 

“small” in the sense of “insignificant.”  As Milne addresses this “gentleman,” we are 

reminded of her addresses to other upper-class people, likely potential subscribers, in To 

a Gentleman, Desirous of Seeing My Manuscripts, and To a Lady, Who Did Me the 

Honor to Call at My House.  In each poem, she uses her unique combination of humility 

and confidence, ambiguity and clarity, as she approaches each address with a self-

awareness and class-consciousness found throughout her poems.  She knows the tenous 

and delicate relationship between upper-class patron and working-class writer, and she 

employs well-chosen phrases to honestly express herself as a writer in the gentlest way 

possible, careful not to overstep the boundaries of her class and gender. 

 In the final stanza, Milne continues with her self-assured yet cautious tone.  She 

writes,  

 As oft as I’m allowed to taste 

The Heliconian fountain, 

Such fair made quills will aid my haste 

To climb Parnassus’ mountain. (139) 

With her references to the “Heliconian fountain” and her “haste To climb Parnassus’ 

mountain,” Milne situates herself within a legacy including all western writers from the 

classical period onward.  With her classical references to creative inspiration, Milne 

demonstrates her educated awareness of writerly mythology and lineage, and she boldly 

describes her own ambitions to taste of the fountain and climb the mountain of artistic 

inspiration and achievement.  In a typical line, however, she subtly reminds herself and 

her reader that all of this confidence is tempered with an awareness of her own 

limitations based on class and gender.  Before she describes her mythological quest as a 

writer, she writes, “As oft as I’m allowed to taste,” so she can only drink of the fountain 

and attempt to climb as often as she is “allowed” to.  The forces that may prevent her 

could be discrimination based on her class and gender, the demands of her 
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responsibilities as a wife and a mother, or even illness and death.  Whatever may disallow 

her, Milne is aware that she is not in complete control of her ambitious writerly pursuits.  

As she addresses this gentleman, she again gently reminds her audience that her thriving 

poetic voice is threatened by her circumstances. 
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CHAPTER TWO: NEGOTIATIONS OF WOMANHOOD, WRITING, AND SELF 

 This section focuses on four of Milne’s poems in which she explores womanhood, 

writing, and self while addressing various people and events which affected her and 

inspired her.  The poem Written on My Little Girl’s Introduction to Reading begins the 

section in order to demonstrate Milne’s urges for her daughter to commit to her own 

education and then follow the path her education reveals to her.  Milne’s advice in this 

poem, feminist and anti-patriarchal, presents a striking contrast to the three poems that 

follow it, which reveal Milne’s more conservative tone, as when addressing issues of one 

young woman’s virtue and the experience of communion in Advice to a Young Female 

and Written on the Morning of the Communion Sabbath.  The conservative tone of happy 

marriage and peaceful devotion to her husband in the last poem in this section, To My 

Husband, On the Return of Our Wedding Day, is most remarkable considering a 

prominent trope in Milne’s Preface where she compares wifehood to slavery while 

describing her experience as a writer.  The poems at times reveal Milne’s reinforcement 

of gender roles and, at times, her conflicted desire to challenge gender roles, as well.  

Each poem reveals Milne’s complicated introspection and self-portrayal as a working 

class wife and mother, loyal to these conservative domestic responsibilities, and also her 

keen awareness of her own need to break gender boundaries by continuing her own 

legacy of female literary education in the advice she offers to her daughter. 

Written on My Little Girl’s Introduction to Reading 

Milne explores her perspective on women’s education in the autobiographical 

poem Written on My Little Girl’s Introduction to Reading.  The poem is short, consisting 

of four tetrameter couplets, but it reveals Milne’s commitment to her daughter’s 

education.   

Prefer this Book to idle toys,  

Or romps with naughty girls and boys— 

Let learning be thy chief delight, 

Twill find thee work from morn to night; 

And ne’er be backward to pursue 

The path it points out to thy view: 

Attend thy book, and don’t be naught; 
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Strive to retain, what’er thou’rt taught. (75) 

Immediately Milne associates reading with positive, moral, and productive activity; such 

activity is not “idle” or “naughty” as other toys or playmates might be.   

She continues by giving her daughter advice about the role of learning in her life.  

She writes, “Let learning be thy chief delight, / T’will find thee work from morn to night” 

(75).  Again, she positively portrays learning, urging her daughter to appreciate learning 

as her primary source of joy.  The next line reveals Milne’s perspective as a working 

class woman and her advice for her daughter, likely to grow up and become a working 

class woman, as well.  It is probable that her daughter will, like Milne, face other “work 

from morn to night,” forced to work either as a servant or as a wife and mother in order to 

support herself in an acceptable societal role.  Milne does not even refer to these other 

responsibilities when she mentions “work,” however.  She instead focuses on the work 

her daughter will find in learning, constant work, and she urges her to pursue this 

intellectual work with no mention of the work her daughter will likely face based on her 

gender and class.  Milne seems to consider the work of her daughter’s mind the most 

important work her daughter can do, and this subtle advice reveals Milne’s liberated 

perspective of a woman’s role.  By emphasizing her daughter’s engagement with 

learning, she encourages her to put her knowledge, not societal expectations, first. 

Milne wrote this poem to her daughter in the midst of an emerging change in 

women’s identity.  Linda Colley, in Britons: Forging the Nation, 1707-1837, writes about 

the apparently conservative women writers of Milne’s time who actually advocated a 

type of liberation for women.  She writes, 

Yet it seems inherently unlikely that authors like More and Ellis, and the hundreds 

of others who imitated them, would have proved as popular as they did among 

women themselves, had they been understood as preaching resignation and 

retreat.  Instead, their interpretation of woman’s sphere seems to have made 

possible for some greater sense of purpose, an opportunity for escape into action 

and commitment.  (276) 

Milne urges her daughter to take intellectual “action,” and her poem, even more explicity 

than many of More’s writings, does promote this emerging interpretation of a woman’s 

opportunities in various spheres, not just the domestic.  
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She continues in this vein as she tells her daughter, “And ne’er be backward to 

pursue / The path it points out to thy view” (75).  Now, she is explicitly telling her 

daughter to take the path that her learning reveals to her.  Milne again bucks societal 

expectations for her daughter in favor of her daughter’s own intellectual self-discovery.  

Following her own “path,” by continuing writing and ultimately becoming a published 

poet, Milne urges her daughter as one who knows that learning can guide a woman on a 

path others may not expect due to her class and gender. 

 She ends the poem simply, as she writes, “Attend thy book, and don’t be naught; / 

Strive to retain, what’er thou’rt taught” (75).  Milne urges her daughter not only to learn, 

but to retain, perhaps because the learning encouraged in her childhood may cease to be 

encouraged if she becomes a wife and a mother.  She tells her to avoid being “naught” 

just as she earlier mentioned avoiding “ romps with naughty girls and boys” (emphasis 

mine) in the poem’s second line, urging her to maintain good behavior even as she also 

urges her to transgress her prescribed gender role as she pursues learning.  According to 

Milne, her daughter should pursue a largely unacceptable path for a woman and still 

retain her goodness and virtue.   

She urges her daughter to learn while she can and to remember all that she learns.  

Milne’s own self-awareness as a writer likely prompts her to give her daughter such 

advice.  Despite Milne’s hardships with critics and detractors, she encourages her 

daughter to follow any path her learning reveals, expressing a confidence in the literary 

capabilities of the next female generation.  In addition to the monetary support Milne 

seeks for her children’s future by publishing her collection, she also hands her daughter a 

legacy of learning and the guidance it can provide. 

Written on the Morning of the Communion Sabbath 

Milne’s religious faith figures into most of her autobiographical poems, and she 

writes about a specific spiritual experience in Written on the Morning of the Communion 

Sabbath.  In her collection, the poem is followed by another poem entitled Written on the 

Evening of the Communion Sabbath.  Perhaps Milne wrote both of the poems in the same 

day; certainly both focus on her deeply spiritual experience of communion.  The 

protestant Scottish communion ritual included many days of preparation for the act of 

taking communion, and communion usually occurred only annually.  In The Culture of 
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Protestantism In Early Modern Scotland, Margo Todd describes protestant communion 

practices in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Scotland.  Many of these Protestant 

practices, however, had changed very little into the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, 

during Milne’s lifetime.  Todd describes the changes in the act of communion brought 

about by Protestantism, and her descriptions reveal a socially significant communion 

season of which Milne would have been a part.  Todd writes, 

Communion in particular was on the one hand redefined by being set into a 

heavily sermonic and dogmatic context.  On the other hand, it remained a 

seasonal event with characteristic material symbols and experiences, antecedent 

fasting, ritual use of physical movement and space, and a perceived spiritual 

significance that was deeply emotive (84). 

In Holy Fairs: Scottish Communions and American Revivals in the Early Modern Period, 

Leigh Eric Schmidt also observes the enormous significance of the season.  He writes, 

“Between 1688 and 1750, the sacramental occasion, as the festal event in the reformed 

calendar, became ever more central to the religious culture of Presbyterian Scotland” 

(43).  Milne’s communion experiences followed closely on the heels of this time frame, 

and the grandeur and festival associated with the season likely endured throughout and 

following her lifetime.  Milne writes Morning in preparation for a hugely significant 

spiritual and social event, one of the most celebrated seasons of the Christian year.   

Preparation for the communion Sunday began weeks in advance, according to 

Todd (91).  She describes the festivities of which Milne would have been a part, as a 

devout Christian in her community.  Todd writes, “Every communion in post-

Reformation Scotland was celebrated over a period of at least two weeks, so that 

communion effectively comprised a season in itself” (85).  Thus, Milne writes on the 

morning of the pinnacle of this season, the day she would actually take communion 

herself. 

Milne begins Morning with a direct address to her “worldly Works and cares,” 

bidding them, “Stay here” (72).  Milne writes that she wants them to stay “Till I, 

approaching, see, / And taste how good is Jacob’s God, / Who meets this day with me!” 

(72).  As she addresses her “worldly works and cares,” it is unclear why Milne wants 

them to stay until she takes communion.  Perhaps Milne is bidding them to stay behind so 
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that she will not be burdened with “worldly works and cares” as she experiences the 

deeply spiritual act of communion. 

 She continues this pattern in the second stanza, bidding her non-Christian 

thoughts to remain with her until they change into thoughts of God at communion.  She 

writes, 

Stay here all thoughts, but such as tend 

To lead my soul above, 

And raise my heart, by lively hope, 

To sup with Him in love. (72) 

Again, Milne focuses on the two experiences, worldly and spiritual, as separated and 

distinct from one another, as she seeks to leave behind any thoughts that do not “lead” 

her “soul above.” 

 Within the second stanza, Milne focuses on her own repentance, this time directly 

addressing God, crying out for help in order to prevent herself from her “former folly” 

(72).  Milne’s self-awareness, so skillfully explored throughout her portrayals of herself 

as a mother, wife, writer, Scot, and British subject, extends to her spiritual life, as she 

then goes on to describe the act of observing her own sin.  She writes, “I see my sin, I 

loath the sight, / And with contrition mourn” (72).  Her keen self-evaluation again guides 

her as she observes her own actions, in the hopes of improving them.  Milne is likely 

responding to the emphasized introspection and repentance encouraged throughout the 

communion season sermons.  Todd describes this, writing, 

The Saturday preparation sermon gathered the whole parish together in a sort of 

orgy of self-examination, recrimination, and repentance.  Preparation sermons 

naturally dwelt on themes of sin, the sufferings of Christ and the need for 

repentance.  They were composed to elicit both internal soul-searching and 

external displays of sorrow. (94) 

As Milne looks at her own sin and “mourns” it “with contrition,” she is likely still moved 

by the sermon she would have heard the day before, designed to encourage her 

introspection and repentance. 

 Milne then states that no garment of hers is a suitable wedding dress for God.  

Milne’s interest in a wedding dress for God sounds much like the Catholic nuns’ concept 
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of their symbolic marriage to Christ.  Although it would seem that she freely borrows 

from the Catholic traditions with her mention of the wedding dress, she may be 

responding to an actual comment made in the pulpit during Saturday’s preparatory 

sermon.  Todd discusses how preachers “deliberately elicited anxiety about the states’ of 

their auditors’ souls, putting words into their mouths where necessary,” and she includes 

the following quote, “How dost thou come hither without a wedding garment?” (95).  

Milne may have heard one such query and then written about her lack of garments which 

are fit for God.  

 In the next stanza, Milne again writes with a strictly disciplined spiritual 

perspective, telling God to “forbid” her from putting Christ’s “symbols” in her mouth 

“Till my weak soul be first resolv’d / No more to swerve from truth” (73).  She only 

wants God to allow her to take communion when she is firmly focused on His truth.  In 

the next stanza, Milne asks God to help her with a most unique request for forgiveness. 

 Milne, in the sixth stanza, asks God to help her with forgiveness, but it is those 

she wants to forgive who make the request remarkable.  She writes, “Give me a heart to 

pardon those, / Who hate me void of cause” (73).  Milne is likely resonding to the call for 

“reconciliation” encouraged during the communion season.  Todd describes it, writing, 

The other preparatory activity required for a token was reconciliation, in case one 

were notoriously at odds with one’s neighbor.  The “day of reconciliation” 

regularly appears in the schedules set up for communion seasons, along with 

“exhorting of the whole neighborhood to mutual peace and love.” (92) 

Milne does not describe “those who hate” her in any of her other poems, yet she does 

describe those who negatively look upon her as a writer.  Milne seems to share conflict 

with few people in her life besides the critics of her writing, but does she believe that her 

detractors actually hate her?  Or, is Milne referring to members of the upper classes who 

discriminate against her due to her station in the working class?  Whomever Milne refers 

to, she asks God to help her forgive them, likely inspired by the church’s emphasis on 

reconciliation, trying to approach the situation with the graciousness she demonstrates in 

so many of her other poems.   

 In her last stanza, Milne states her wish that all who follow Jesus on earth may 

eventually be with Him in Heaven.  As she writes about her thoughts as she prepares for 
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communion Sabbath, Milne reveals that her spiritual self-awareness is just as important 

as every other aspect of her self-awareness as she examines her own behavior and her 

relationship with God.  She also demonstrates her spiritually forgiving attitude toward 

those who hate her.  As she asks God to help her forgive them, she reveals a commitment 

to her faith and her constant desire to be a better and more loving follower of God.  She 

also reveals an awareness of other members of society who disapprove of her although 

the people to whom she refers, and their reasons for disliking her, are unknown to her 

readers. 

Advice: To A Young Female 

 Advice: To A Young Female provides an excellent example of Milne’s poetic 

address to women, a format repeated throughout her collection.  This poem contains 

Milne’s usual emphasis on virtue for women and the lasting pleasures of virtue as 

compared to the fleeting pleasures resulting from dangerous dalliances with “Vice” and 

material obsessions.  She writes in response to a young woman who apparently asked 

Milne for advice.  She begins the poem, “You ask my counsel how you ought to live,” 

and continues with warnings “against seducers” and “Vice,” emphasizing the importance 

of being a young woman who seeks religious understanding “with a mind sincere” (41).   

As she recommends the lasting joys of “Virtue” and condemns obsession with 

fleeting “Youth and Beauty,” Milne reinforces societal expectations for women to be 

virtuous and religiously faithful in order to be respected by their peers (42).  Specifically, 

Milne focuses on the importance of religious beliefs in the lives of young women, and 

she writes, “Nor gold, nor grandeur, can persuade to stray, / Whom God supports in vile 

temptations day” (42).  This poem reveals Milne’s interest in addressing women and 

urging them to keep the Christian faith and keep an upstanding sense of “Virtue” as the 

greatest sources of joy and self respect in life.  These urgent recommendations reveal 

Milne’s conception of ideal female behavior.  According to Linda Colley, advice such as 

Milne’s, for young women to remain virtuous, relates to the growth of cities and 

accompanying concerns about gender roles.  She writes, 

The close connexion between the progress of urbanization and apprehension 

about the roles of the sexes emerges very clearly in the case of Scotland, where 

the growth of Edinburgh, Aberdeen, Glasgow and many lesser towns can be 
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measured by the rate of gloomy pronouncements on the deterioration of female 

manners.  (241) 

While Milne’s Advice is not exactly a “gloomy pronouncement,” it certainly focuses on 

female manners and the need to reinforce appropriate behavior, perhaps in response to the 

growth of neighboring Aberdeen.  Growth of such a nearby city may have been changing 

the face of Milne’s world and threatening her secure trust in her fellow women to fulfill 

their prescribed gender roles. 

 In addition to reinforcing the ideal of the virtuous female, Milne presents a 

complex notion of eternal beauty.  Milne asks and answers her own question about 

beauty, coupled with youth, and finds beauty temporary at best.  She writes, “What’s 

Youth and Beauty? But a passing flow’r, / More short and transient than the fleeting 

show’r” (42).  Milne thus examines different categories of beauty; she recommends a 

transcendent concept of virtuous beauty over the short-lived beauties of youth.  Milne, 

therefore, urges all women to stay focused on the eternal instead of the superficial, 

pointing out that only virtuous beauty is eternal.  She continues describing youth and 

beauty as she writes, “Old age and sickness lay its honours waste; / But Virtue’s beauties 

will for ever last” (42).   

Milne does reinforce societal expectations of women to be pure and virtuous 

creatures, but she also insists that within the realm of faith and virtue, women will find 

eternal happiness.  She insists on a spiritual and virtuous beauty as the source of women’s 

joy.  Instead of viewing the Christian virtue paradigm as one limiting for women, she 

recommends it as one that can be satisfying and eternally beneficial for all women.  

Milne’s insistence on normative female behavior within Advice does little to challenge 

hegemonic notions of idealized, pious women.   

According to Donna Landry, Mary Collier, the first published laboring-class 

woman poet, addressed women’s interests in a way similar to those I have observed in 

Milne’s poetry.  Although Collier’s work appeared over sixty years before the publication 

of Simple Poems, Milne continues some of Collier’s patterns when giving advice to other 

women.  Landry writes, 

Whether the topic be education, marriage, royal dynasticism, or Scriptural history, 

Collier tends to couple moral reformism with a certain amiable accomodationism, 
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or compliance with the will of the fathers…And women’s interests can best be 

served by a humble commitment to fulfilling God’s will, for which they will be 

rewarded.  In a sense, then, despite the fact that she speaks on behalf of women 

like herself, Collier usually writes in a way that is rhetorically “male-identified,” 

written for a projected audience in which men predominate. (71) 

In Advice, Milne, too, seems to write “for a projected audience in which men 

predominate.”  Significantly, however, she does not consistently write in “compliance 

with the will of the fathers.”  In other poems within her collection, such as Written on My 

Little Girl’s Introduction to Reading, Milne begins to complicate the traditional female 

ideal presented here; she writes to women about a feminine ideal quite unacceptable to 

the patriarchy, one in which women are free to educate themselves and pursue that 

education wherever it may guide them.  We can better understand her more rebellious 

recommendations for women in her other poems when examined alongside the traditional 

concepts of women’s roles enforced in Advice: To a Young Lady. 

To My Husband, On the Return of Our Wedding Day 

 Milne writes To My Husband, On the Return of Our Wedding Day with love and 

devotion for her husband, and she includes a dismissal of financial or class-based 

happiness within the poem.  Milne begins the poem with an indication that she and 

Patrick are sharing their fourth wedding anniversary, then writes about the lasting joys 

they experience with minimal material possessions.  She implies that material concerns 

seem to impede happiness rather than encourage it.  Milne writes,  

We envy not the rich refin’d,  

With empty pomp, tho’ polished mind; 

Our pleasures purer far than theirs— 

More light our purse, more light our cares. (49) 

Milne repeats this textual representation of her class-conscious contentedness throughout 

several of her poems.  She is aware of her position in the working class and content with 

it, even pleased, within To My Husband, that excessive possessions have no place in her 

life and therefore cannot complicate her familial happiness. 

 She continues, writing that she loves her husband more with each passing year.  

She mentions the couple’s two infant daughters and then states her one desire that her 
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husband outlive her, presumably so that she will never have to grieve for him.  

Significantly, she addresses her husband as “Friend,” when writing this wish.  Milne 

writes,  

One wish remains, my Friend, that thou  

May’st live so long, as oft to view,  

With tearful eye,  

and lab’ring breath,  

The verdant turf I lie beneath! (50). 

This reference to her husband as “Friend” reveals Milne’s view of her husband as a 

companion as well as a spouse, perhaps even her perspective of him as her equal.  This 

loving relationship, however, receives a different portrayal in the aforementioned 

Preface, in which Milne compares marriage to slavery.  Milne describes her state as a 

working-class woman attempting to write poetry, writing that the only state more 

“adverse to poetic skill” than being a working-class single woman is to become a 

working-class wife (8).  She describes the state of matrimony as “That state, more 

irksome to the feeling heart, / When menial maid becomes a wedded wife, / Her term of 

slav’ry then the term of life!” (8).  The contrast between this section of the Preface and 

To My Husband is striking, and it reveals significant differences in Milne’s self-

perception as a wife and as a writer.   

Milne’s abundant happiness in To My Husband is focused on her marriage, her 

relationship with her husband, and their two daughters.  She writes, “Tho’ we be lowly, 

poor, and mean, / We feel nor discontent nor spleen, / We love and live in harmless joy” 

(49).  While focused on her relationship and her life as a wife and mother, Milne freely 

writes about her happiness, with no signs of tension or oppression.  “Discontent” and 

“spleen,” however, seem to abound as she writes about “That state, more irksome to the 

feeling heart…Her term of slav’ry then the term of life!” (8).  Milne’s marriage only 

becomes “irksome” when she explores it from her perspective as a writer, perhaps 

referring to her creativity when she mentions her “feeling heart.”  Then, the “term of 

slav’ry” is no longer a relationship of “harmless joy,” but the greatest detriment to her 

creativity that she can imagine.  As she writes in the Preface, she explores the ways in 

which marriage oppresses her creative impulses.  Milne finds her marriage deeply 
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satisfying when she writes in the persona of a contented wife and mother, but when she 

writes in the persona of a writer who struggles to create, as in the Preface, marriage 

represents an incomparable force of oppression to her creativity.   

Most of the poems in Milne’s collection reflect sentiments similar to those 

expressed in To My Husband, contrasted by only a few references to the powerful 

responsibilities which hinder Milne’s creativity.  Within the collection, she includes 

mostly poems written in the persona of a woman who loves and honors her family and 

her responsibility to them, but she includes a few poems written in the persona of a 

determined and productive writer.  In order to support her children, as she mentions in the 

Preface, she compiled and promoted her poems, so, with her literary venture, she shares 

her creative energy in order to support her loyalty to her family.  Within Milne’s 

collection, these two important roles create one of the many remarkable dynamics among 

Milne’s concepts of nation, class, gender, and self. 
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CHAPTER THREE: A SCOTTISH BRITON: WAR, PEACE, AND NATIONALITY 

 Milne’s political and nationalistic poems examine her place as a British subject 

and Scottish working-class wife, mother, and writer.  These poems reveal a range of 

sometimes conflicting concerns, from an urge to militarize to a call for peace.  This 

section begins with Milne’s To the Ship-Carpenters of Footdee, a rousing call to her 

husband’s fellow ship-carpenters to take up arms and fight for Britain against the French.  

The second poem, To Peace, reveals an immediate conflict with the pro-war sentiments 

expressed in To the Ship-Carpenters as Milne urges all national leaders to avoid war and 

bloodshed since they are so far removed from the consequences.  She explores the effects 

of war experienced by the lower class soldiers and their loved ones as well as any others 

who are actually fighting in the battles instead of simply giving the orders to fight.  The 

third poem, The Wounded Soldier, unites class-based and political concerns as Milne 

presents a fictional account of one family’s slide into poverty and starvation due to the 

absence of their husband and father, a soldier in the war.  When the narrator, a stranger, 

offers them monetary help, his offer is accompanied by the soldier’s triumphant return to 

his family.  The poem examines working-class reactions to war and the peaceful 

resolution rarely experienced in its aftermath.   

To the Ship-Carpenters of Footdee 

 In To the Ship-Carpenters of Footdee, Milne demonstrates her nationalistic pride 

as she urges the ship-carpenters of her town to fight against British enemies.  Milne’s call 

to arms is enthusiastic, full of patriotic energy.  She repeatedly praises the ship carpenters 

for their skills and determination in the profession, fully aware of all that the profession 

entails because her husband, Patrick Milne, is a ship-carpenter himself.  She then writes 

about channeling those same energies into the fight against Britain’s foes.  She writes, 

Your hardy hands raise vessels tall 

From shapeless planks and logs,  

And could with ease drive home the French 

To eat their soup of frogs. (67) 

The rousing call to action against the French is certainly a typical British reaction during 

the era of the Napoleonic wars, as Stephen Behrendt points out in his essay “‘A Few 

harmless Numbers’: British women poets and the climate of war, 1793-1815.”  He writes,  
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As the war proceeded and the ferocity of the French regimes became increasingly 

apparent, direct criticism of the British government (and the motives that inspired 

it) diminished, while resistance to war on principle became ever less relevant as 

the issue seemed increasingly to be the survival of England. (sic) (27)  

Keegan similarly observes Milne’s anti-French sentiments as she writes, “Like 

Janet Hamilton after her, Milne often manifests her British patriotism through strong anti-

Gallic sentiments.”  Milne’s Scottishness, however, complicates her notion of national 

identity.  Historically, Scotland was often more aligned with France than with England.  

Milne, therefore, demonstrates her identity as a “Briton,” rather than a Scot, according to 

the examples Linda Colley gives.  She is now more opposed to France than aligned with 

it, embracing the British national identity.  Colley writes, “Eighteenth-century Britons, as 

we have seen, regularly defined themselves in opposition to what they saw as being 

French characteristics and manners” (251).  Milne’s national identity thus emerges as a 

Briton, and she seems to identify more with the empire of Great Britain than with her 

native country of Scotland.  Keegan points out, “Although Milne proudly indicates that 

she is Scottish, in a large number of her patriotic pieces it is evident that she very clearly 

sees herself as a British subject.”    

Milne was born in Inverness in 1773, less than thirty years after the English defeat 

of Scottish Jacobite soldiers at Culloden field in 1746, yet she seems to harbor no 

Jacobite sympathies even though she was born and reared in the Scottish highlands.  

After the defeat of the Scots at Culloden, many highlanders struggled under British 

occupation and oppression, but Milne’s allegiance to Scotland includes an allegiance to 

Britain itself.  In Britons, Colley points out that many Scottish citizens did not align 

themselves with the Jacobite cause.  She writes, 

If large numbers of Britons had really wanted to throw in their lot with the 

Jacobite cause, it is hard to see in these circumstances how they could have been 

stopped.  Yet only the poorer Highland clans, a handful of Welshmen and some 

300 Englishmen rallied to the Young Pretender.  The vast majority of men and 

women remained stolidly at home, and a substantial minority committed their 

time, money or armed service in support of the established order. (81) 
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Milne’s family, it seems, was likely part of this “vast majority,” or if they had been a part 

of the Jacobite rebellion, Milne inherited none of their Jacobite sympathies. 

 Milne refers to “Britain” as she encourages the ship-carpenters to take action.  She 

writes, 

To serve in arms, shew as much joy  

As in your building docks; 

Join heart and hand, and strength to strength, 

Be one of Britain’s rocks (67). 

Not only does Milne encourage the men to serve Britain, but to do so with “joy.”  Her 

nationalistic pride as a British subject seems to encompass her pride as a Scot, as well.  

Her specific use of the word “Britain” to describe her nation can be partially explained by 

Colley’s examination of the newfound British empire, “Britain” encompassing Scotland 

and England both.  She writes, 

The language bears this out very clearly.  The English and the foreign are still all 

too inclined today to refer to the island of Great Britain as “England.”  But at no 

time have they ever customarily referred to an English empire.  When it existed, 

as in retrospect, the empire has always been emphatically British.  In terms of 

self-respect, then, as well as for the profits it could bestow, imperialism served as 

Scotland’s opportunity. (130) 

 Imperialism and identification with Britain seem to come naturally to Milne, and she 

demonstrates no conflict in identifying herself as a Briton.  In the last stanza, she refers to 

her Scottish heritage, as well; she describes Scotland as “Old Scotia,” likely calling upon 

the Scottish nationalism of the men in a final push to inspire them to defend their country 

from French forces.  She writes, 

Old Scotia’s records hand to us 

Her sons’ bright fame of old; 

Let not one coward act disgrace 

The name of fathers bold 

Here, Milne calls upon a sense of Scottish history she shares with the ship carpenters and 

certainly reminds them of their pride in being Scottish as she refers to “Old Scotia’s 

records” and “Her bright sons’ fame of old.”  She also appeals to their sense of bravery in 
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addition to their knowledge of Scottish history as she writes, “Let not one coward act 

disgrace / The name of fathers bold” (67). 

In Milne’s nationalistic pride, she seems to feel no conflict between her allegiance 

to Britain’s guiding force and her allegiance to Scotland as she seeks to inspire her 

husband’s peers to join in the fight for Britain.  Colley observes the effects of the 

emerging British empire and the sense of potential experienced by some Scots.  She 

writes, 

For some Scots, though, it was less the job and trading opportunities that empire 

provided, than the idea of empire that proved most compelling.  If Britain’s 

primary identity was to be an imperial one, then the English were put firmly and 

forever in their place, reduced to a component part of a much greater whole, 

exactly like the Scots, and no longer the people who ran virtually the whole show. 

(130) 

Milne seems to be responding to this sense of empire, this emerging sense of British 

identity, under which English and Scottish alike were united. 

To Peace 

 Milne’s anti-war poem To Peace complicates the texts of other war-related 

poems, such as To the Ship-Carpenters of Footdee and The Wounded Soldier, as she 

relates sentiments in favor of the fight for freedom yet against her nation’s involvement 

in war.  As in To the Ship-Carpenters, she writes with a keen awareness of men’s 

involvement in war and the soaring patriotism encouraged by their nation at wartime.  

Unlike her address to the ship-carpenters, however, she encourages peace, not fighting, 

similar to Anna Letitia Barbauld’s famed poem commenting on war and the state of the 

British nation, Eighteen Hundred and Eleven.  Milne re-works her image of war with 

equally negative descriptions throughout each stanza.    

 Familial elements of the poem also relate to The Wounded Soldier, as she 

examines war’s effects on those who are left at home, fathers, mothers, spouses, widows, 

and children.  As in The Wounded Soldier, her descriptions focus on the human aftermath 

of war in the faces and lives of those who are left behind to mourn and struggle.  

Behrendt points out that many other women writers explored the wake of war in their 

portrayals of surviving friends and family of fallen soldiers.  He writes, 
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The devastation wrought by the death abroad of husbands, sons, fathers and 

brothers was naturally a common theme among women writers, who appreciated 

especially well the precarious social and economic situation which such deaths 

inevitably precipitated.  The plight of these victims of war would now be traced in 

large part by women writers, who no longer represented the higher classes (as the 

bluestockings had done), but who instead embodied the voices of the middle and 

lower classes, and whose themes therefore reflect mundane, quotidian 

realities…Not surprisingly, many poets adopted the sentimental mode in 

mounting an implicit appeal to shared experience. (17) 

To Peace stands out as another remarkable examination of the human effects of war and 

national pride, and it further reveals Milne’s complicated perspective on matters of 

nationalism and military conflict. 

 The poem begins with Milne directly addressing “Peace,” urging Peace to come 

and soothe the British after years of war.  She writes, 

Peace! With thy placid mien, 

Who’st long a stranger been 

To Freedom’s sons on Britain’s rocky shore— 

O come! And with thee bring 

Sweet comfort ‘neath thy wing, 

To sorrowing heart, which fallen friends deplore! (140) 

We understand that peace has “long a stranger been” because Milne writes during the 

Napoleonic wars, in which British soldiers had been engaged since 1793.  She asks that 

peace come “To Freedom’s sons on Britian’s rocky shore,” revealing in this verse one 

important aspect of her own perspective on war and her nation.  When Milne refers to 

“freedom’s sons,” she acknowledges that, at least in part, she believes that Britain’s 

involvement in the war had freedom as its ultimate goal.  Although she will later in the 

poem repeatedly portray war as a negative and destructive entity, she here recognizes that 

she does, however, believe that British soldiers are or were at one time fighting for 

British freedom.     

She continues, in this stanza, referring to the “sweet comfort” she wants peace to 

bring “To sorrowing hearts, / which fallen friends deplore” (140).  She therefore begins, 
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in the first stanza, to humanize the effects of war by focusing on the survivors and 

relatives of soldiers who mourn their loss in the aftermath. 

 In the second stanza, Milne personifies peace as a woman, an angelic figure who 

is in close contact with God.  She writes, 

Pray mankind’s Heavenly Friend, 

On whom thou dost attend, 

To send thee here! Pacific, smiling maid! 

Bid War’s discordant voice 

Be still; and all rejoice, 

From harm secure, and none to make afraid. (140) 

She encourages peace to pray to “mankind’s Heavenly Friend,” or God, and she refers to 

peace as a “smiling maid” (140).  To Milne, peace is an angelic woman who must pray to 

God in order to be sent somewhere, and in this portrayal, Milne imbues peace with 

qualities she most understands.  Peace is a faithful woman, not unlike Milne herself, and 

perhaps Milne envisions her this way in order to better portray her as a woman who seeks 

to do God’s will just as Milne herself desires to follow God’s path through prayer and 

faithfulness.  Milne demonstrates this devotion to God in Written on the Morning of the 

Communion Sabbath and other poems describing her religious faith.  

In this stanza, also, Milne portrays peace and war as audible, a technique she will 

repeat throughout the remainder of the poem.  She asks that peace “Bid War’s discordant 

voice / Be still; and all rejoice” (140).  Milne continues this focus on the sounds of the 

struggle for peace as she begins the next stanza, 

 Say to the King of Heaven— 

“Be erring man forgiven! 

“In mercy lay the scourging rod aside, 

“Which, from thy avenging hand, 

“Stretch’d out on Gallia’s land, 

“Usurping reigns, big-swell’d with pomp and pride!” 

Milne continues referring to audible sounds of peace as she tells peace exactly what she 

should say to God.  She focuses on the forgiveness of man, and man’s usurpation of 

God’s power, as man becomes “big-swell’d with pomp and pride!” (140).  Similar to her 
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portrayal of the “tyrants” who seek glory in their war mongering in The Wounded 

Soldier, Milne here portrays prideful men who took their power from God and misused it.  

Significantly, also as in The Wounded Soldier, Milne focuses only on misused power and 

leaves the culprit unnamed.  She does not only accuse the enemies of Britian of “usurping 

reigns;” she instead accuses all who are guilty of such misuse, regardless of which 

country they lead into war.  She condemns war as the misuse of power, a distinctly 

pacifist statement, seemingly not simply based on national pride.  Behrendt comments on 

this universal appeal for pacifism in the work of women writers in Milne’s era.  He 

writes, 

The universalized appeal for pity and compassion for all of war’s victims—as 

opposed to a strictly nationalistic focus on England only—figures in other poems 

written by women during the period… Loyalist sentiment was predominant for 

most of the period, stoked by England’s historical antipathy toward France.  

Rather than protest the war’s objectives, therefore, anti-war writers tapped the 

widespread hostility to yet another bloody and protracted war by stressing that 

war’s terrible consequences for individual citizens and family units (24). 

Milne’s patriotism emerges more strongly in the next stanza as she describes 

Britain mourning her lost sons.  Again, Milne chooses a female personification of the 

British nation, keeping with the convention of nations personified as proud, strong 

women.  She writes, 

Britannia, sorrowing, mourns, 

And bathes with tears the urns 

Of her brave sons, whom death alone could quell! 

Whose valour was her boast— 

And fame, from coast to coast, 

Had spread their praise with loud resounding shell! (141) 

Now, “Britain” becomes “Britannia,” a more sentimental portrayal of the British nation, 

further revealing Milne’s indentification with Britain as her home nation.  The beloved 

anthem to the British nation, “Rule Britannia,” written by a Scot in the eighteenth 

century, employs the same sentimental term for Britain in a song full of jingoistic pride.  

Milne again pays homage to the soldiers by referring to them as “brave sons,” and she 
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again refers to the sounds of war and its effects as she writes that “Fame…Has spread 

their praise with loud resounding shell!” (141).  Therefore, not only is the sound of 

“War’s discordant voice,” ringing throughout Britian, but also the sound of the soldier’s 

praise, “with loud resounding shell.”  The “shell” Milne refers to may reveal a subtle 

reference to the “shell” of military combat in which the men were engaged, or she may 

even refer to a “shell” in the sense of an empty frame of a boat, perhaps in reference to 

the many sea-battles of the Napoleonic wars, where each nation’s navy proved to be 

vitally important (OED). 

 In the fifth stanza, Milne describes the surviving relatives of the soldiers who died 

in war, focusing again on the experiences closest to hers as a ship-carpenter’s wife.  She 

writes, 

See sires and mothers weep, 

And drooping virgins steep 

Their cheeks, late blooming, in pale sorrow’s tear! 

The widow’s earthly prop, 

The darling of her hope, 

See! Horrid War has laid upon the bier! (141) 

By humanizing the relatives of soldiers, Milne presents her own perspective, since she so 

often feared and wrote about her anxieties for her husband’s life as he departed on long 

naval expeditions.  She focuses on the fathers, mothers, virgins, and widows, likely 

because she relates to their position, and sees in their grieving the senselessness of war.  

Behrendt observes that this focus on individuals and families is a technique for 

expressing anti-war sentiment without venturing into dangerous ground where one could 

be accused of sympathizing with the enemy.  He writes, of this “appeal for pity and 

compassion for all of war’s victims,” 

It reflects, among other things, the difficult rhetorical situation in which anti-war 

writers found themselves…Rather than protest the war’s objectives, therefore, 

anti-war writers tapped the widespread hostility to yet another bloody and 

protracted war by stressing that war’s terrible consequences for individual citizens 

and family units.  In this way, they were able to rhetorically and symbolically 

align the experiences of the family with those of the nation-state, and to argue by 
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analogy that the destruction of the former is inextricably linked to the erosion of 

the latter. (24) 

Milne’s pity for “sires,” “mothers,” “virgins,” and “widows” demonstrates such 

alignment, and she portrays the violent “nation-state” as intimately bound with the 

suffering state of families and relatives of soldiers.  

  Milne’s passionate outcry against war culminates in the last line of the stanza as 

she writes, of the widow’s husband, “See! horrid War has laid upon the bier!” (141).  

Milne seems to shout at her readers to look at the effects of “horrid War,” at the body of 

the dead soldier “laid upon the bier.”  Milne’s fervent call to peace returns in the last 

stanza as she again addresses peace directly. 

 The final stanza echoes the first as Milne calls out to peace, asking her to come 

and bring the end of war.  She writes, 

Then come!  Angelic Peace! 

Let war and carnage cease; 

Then shall the sword the verdant glebe up tear; 

The spear we then shall use 

To prune luxuriant boughs; 

War’s horrid din no more shall grate the ear. (141) 

In her final invitation to peace, Milne includes the juxtaposition of two vivid images of 

death and life.  She asks that peace “let war and carnage cease,” invoking the image of all 

of the bodily violence and gruesome brutality of war, and then she suggests “Then shall 

the sword the verdant glebe up tear” (141).  She wants the sword to be used to plow the 

green land, using the sword as a tool of farming, renewal, and growth instead of 

destruction.  She continues this reversal in the next two lines as she writes that the 

“spear” will be used “To prune luxuriant boughs,” again encouraging different use of a 

weapon, reversing its power to kill by using its power to tend to life in the form of 

“luxuriant boughs.”  This reversal is based upon similar Biblical reversals in Isaiah 2:4 

and Micah 4:3.  These juxtaposed images of war’s destructive tools and their potential to 

encourage and nourish lush new life represent another of Milne’s unique image choices 

as she seeks to portray the horrors of war and the beauty of peace.  She thus demonstrates 
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her knowledge of Biblical calls to peace and her comfortable use of Biblical advice for 

political wisdom.   

Finally, she ends the last stanza with a closing reference to the sound of war, at 

last overcome by these soothing representations of victorious peace.  She writes, “War’s 

horrid din no more shall grate the ear” (141).  Thus, Milne explores her own complex 

view of national pride, war’s consequences, and the potential for peace as she employs 

descriptions of striking images and sounds in her comparisons of war and peace. 

The Wounded Soldier 

 The Wounded Soldier is “a tale,” according to Milne’s subtitle, and she includes 

several of these tales, longer fictional narrative poems often chronicling the fate, 

sometimes doomed, sometimes promising, of a romantic relationship.  In The Wounded 

Soldier, Milne describes the poverty-stricken widow of a soldier and the widow’s 

children, as seen through the eyes of the narrator.  The narrator offers them money and 

then sees the soldiers’ triumphant return, as the soldier’s wife realizes that she was 

misinformed of his death.  The plot is closely related to Wordsworth’s The Ruined 

Cottage, published as part of Book I of The Excursion in 1814, just nine years after the 

publication of Simple Poems.  Significantly, however, the two narrators differ.  

Wordsworth’s passing pedlar simply observes one woman’s descent into poverty while 

Milne’s narrator offers the poor family help.   

As she relates this tale, however, Milne also comments on war and the leaders 

who perpetuate it, and she includes her perspective on poverty and the lower classes in 

her portrayal of the one suffering family she examines.  Stephen Behrendt points out that 

Milne was among other women poets of her time as she focused on familial and 

individual effects of war instead of stating outright her opposition to war.  He writes 

For a woman to engage in explicit anti-war writing was as dangerous 

economically and socially as it was politically…the women poets typically 

stressed the suffering inflicted upon individuals (and their families) by war-

making, concentrating on sentiment and pathos to carry their argument against not 

this particular war, but rather against war in general.  (14) 

In addition to war’s effect on the individual and the family, however, Milne’s sentiments 

approach the “explicit anti-war writing” that was “dangerous” during her time.  The first 
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stanza of her poem examines the power-hungry political leaders who lead their nations 

into war.   

 Milne begins the tale with a description of the “tyrants” who send soldiers to war.  

She writes,  

While tyrants sit enthron’d in state 

With trophies at their feet, 

And fawning courtiers round them wait, 

With adulation sweet! (101) 

Thus, Milne begins her disapproving description of war and national leaders who 

encourage it.  She writes in the second stanza about these “fawning courtiers” telling the 

tyrants “of feats achieved in war /  That will immortalize their reign, / And spread their 

fame afar” (101).  She continues, writing about what the “tyrants” neglect to consider as 

they ponder their power and fame.  She writes,  

Ah! Little reckon they the woe 

To many thousands wrought, 

Who bleed and die, to crown their brow 

With laurels dearly bought! (101) 

The “tyrants” and “fawning courtiers” represent Milne’s resentment of the distant 

aristocracy and upper classes who lead nations into war without actually risking their 

lives in battle.  Behrendt observes that Isabella Lickbarrow, another British poet writing 

during the same era as Milne, expresses similar concern about the upper classes’ role in 

the act of war.  He writes, “This concern reflects a common theme in anti-war discourse: 

the war is being conducted by ‘an aristocratic class indifferent to the suffering of the 

poor’…This dualism—and the hostility toward the privileged it reflects—is never far 

from the surface in poetry on the war, by men as well as by women” (23).  Milne, having 

lived in poverty for some time as a young woman, seems particularly concerned about the 

effects of war on those who suffer economic deprivation. 

Milne then writes specifically about the fate of widows and others who suffer in 

the aftermath of war.  She continues describing the “tyrants” who ignore the poor who 

suffer as a result of war as she writes, 

 They think not of the bitter tears 
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By soldiers’ widows shed, 

When round a helpless group appears, 

Imploring them for bread. (101) 

After presenting her readers with this generalized notion of those who suffer in the face 

of war, and those who cause war without considering its effects, Milne begins her 

narrative of the soldier’s wife and children. 

 The narrator describes meeting “a beggar maid” who tries to speak to him but 

seems too upset to say anything at all.  When the narrator asks her what her sighs mean, 

she can only say, “Ah! my mother lies!” (102).  As he asks her about her mother, the 

young woman describes her mother’s sickness, saying “We die for want of bread!” (102).  

When asked about her siblings, the young woman mentions three siblings younger than 

herself, and then when asked about her father, she says that her mother has been sick 

since her father died.   

Milne’s choice to take on the male persona, as evidenced by the widow later 

referring to him as “Sir,” is remarkable since a female narrator could just as easily have 

aided the ailing widow (103).  Perhaps the narrator is gendered male in order to 

strengthen his agency, in order to strengthen the readers’ confidence in his ability to help.  

Milne likely knew that her readers would be most comfortable with a man taking action, 

rescuing a woman in distress, fulfilling a familiar pattern for her readers.  When Milne 

writes about herself in her autobiographical poems, she confidently discusses her own 

agency in life, her own abilities as a writer, but in this fictional tale, she decided to stay 

within the conventions of the traditional gender roles of the active male and the passive 

female who benefits from his aid. 

The narrator hurries to the family’s “cot,” finding the mother, an apparently 

attractive woman, “of no common mien,” according to the narrator, though she is now 

“pale and languid” with illness.  Two infants lie sleeping with their mother while one 

young child plays nearby, and the stranger hands the young child money for bread.  The 

mother looks “With thankful air to Heav’n,” telling the stranger that God must have sent 

him.  The stranger, however, offers more help, also asking to hear about what caused the 

family to experience such poverty.  He says 

“Want,” I reply’d, “shall fly your door, 
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“If you will let me know, 

“How you became so very poor; 

“Say, have you long been so? (104) 

This stranger’s inquiry represents Milne’s own sensitivity to the causes of poverty, its 

roots in society, and the very human individuals who experience it against their will.  

Milne would have known poverty as she and her father, both ill and unable to work, 

depended on charity for a time in Edinburgh, before she became well enough to return to 

work as a servant.  Her portrayal of the poor suffering in the face of war further 

demonstrates Behrendt’s ideas of the relationship between war and poverty.  He writes,  

The deadly burden of all this worldwide war-making fell with particular 

devastation upon those least able to cope with it: the poor.  For many, going to 

war (on land or on the sea) offered a small and temporary financial opportunity 

for the family, in the form of the enlistment bonus that was variously offered over 

the course of the war years… (22) 

Milne’s heroine describes how her husband, Henry, sought one such financial 

opportunity by joining in the war effort.  The young woman tells the narrator, “ ‘He 

hop’d  in battle’s chance to gain / ‘Some honour, as he said / ‘But, ah! I mourn for him in 

vain, / ‘He’s cold in honour’s bed!” (105).  

The sick woman also describes, at the narrators’ request, in nine stanzas, her 

marriage to Henry and his work as a farmer, hers as a seamstress.  Apparently, the two 

married against the “voice” of “Prudence” and despite their parents’ disapproval.  She 

describes Henry’s departure to war and her “proud” “heart,” unwilling to tell her parents’ 

about her destitute state.  The widow also describes the neighbors supporting her children 

with handouts, and then her neglect of her own needs, causing her to fall into her current 

state of illness (104-105).  The presence of such a selfless, sacrificing mother is 

significant in Milne’s writing since the absence of her own mother, in her 

autobiographical Preface and throughout her poems, is so evident.  Perhaps Milne’s own 

experience as a mother informs the widow as a character since Milne, too, sacrificed for 

her children, promoting her writing in an uncertain world in order to earn enough money 

to secure her children’s future. 
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The widow also describes sending her daughter out to beg, writing, “But she, ill 

suited to her trade, / Ask’d nothing as she went” (105).  Milne never describes herself 

attempting to beg during the time of extreme poverty she and her father experienced, but 

she may have been close to such measures, given her inability to work in order to support 

herself and her father.  Therefore, Milne’s own experience with poverty may have 

informed the actions of the young daughter who fails in her attempts to beg on the street.  

The widow finally states how “Providence” helped her, writing, “Me from the demon 

Want has freed, / By kindly sending you” (105).  With “want” characterized as a demon, 

Milne again drives home the idea of crippling and unexpected poverty. 

The next five stanzas describe the entrance of a young soldier, who holds the sick 

woman in his arms, calling her “My dear Eliza!” (106).  She seems to faint at the sight of 

his red coat, and he states that he survived “the heat of battle” for Eliza (106).  Eliza 

explains that she was told that he died in battle.  He then describes how he rescued his 

General in battle, and though both were injured, they recovered.  Then, the General 

rewarded him with a purse of money for saving his life, and stated that he would also 

“receive” “the King’s commission” (108).  He then begged his General to give him leave 

to visit his poverty-stricken wife.  In a happy, thankful ending, Milne writes, 

His spouse rejoin’d—“Be Heav’n ador’d— 

“This stranger bade me live; 

“My Henry too I grasp restor’d, 

“What more can Mercy give!” (108). 

The traditional pattern of active male and passive female is doubly fulfilled here, with 

two active men rescuing ill Eliza from poverty and death. 

Milne thus presents a portrait of one fortunate family who ultimately escaped 

from their poverty and suffering, but her commentary remains clear.  In her first stanzas, 

she describes the plight of the poor, not all of whom are rescued as her protagonists were.  

As she condemns the “tyrants” in her opening stanzas, she does not specifically name 

Napoleon, although her anti-French sentiments are evident in other poems in the 

collection.  Instead, she rebukes all leaders who send men to war, who ignore the 

thousands “who bleed and die, to crown their brow / With laurels dearly bought!” (101).  

Milne’s censure of war encompasses all leaders who are involved in war, even, we 
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assume, the monarchy of her own country.  She significantly avoids a specific 

condemnation of the enemy, and instead condemns war itself and those who lead their 

countries to war.  This presents an interesting contrast to her poem To the Ship-

Carpenters of Footdee, where she urges her husband’s fellow workers to take up arms for 

their country.  Milne’s national pride in Britain and her condemnation of war reveal her 

complicated presentation of nationalistic pride, at times invested in the value of peace, 

and at times emphasizing the necessity of battle.  Keegan states the complication as such.   

But at the same time that Milne's collection works to establish her as a loyal 

British subject, there is an equally strong and compelling countercurrent in her 

poetry that critiques British wars through domesticating its impact. She brings the 

war home to Scotland and demonstrates the painful costs that British military and 

imperial conquests force upon the Scottish poor. In so doing she cannily deploys 

the strategies of the literature of sensibility to articulate a domestically-based 

pacifism in the verse.  

 Milne’s condemnation of poverty seems more straightforward than her 

presentation of war and national pride.  In The Wounded Soldier, she presents a sensitive 

examination of the causes of poverty and a portrayal of the poor who sometimes have no 

choice but to live in such a state.  Her experience with illness and its resultant poverty 

likely inform her sensitive portrayal of Eliza and her children.  Milne continues, in this 

“tale,” her understanding portrayals of the hardships and humanity found within various 

classes and economic situations during times of war. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

Christian Milne’s poems are complex representations of her life experiences and 

the opinions and ideas based on those experiences.  We see her negotiate various 

positions between several sets of polarities: conservative and radical ideas on gender and 

class; self-deprecating and self-confident reflections on her own writing; jingoistic 

affirmations of nation and empire and condemnations of war and international leaders; 

and, perhaps most significant, her devotion to her domestic duties as a wife and mother 

and her unceasing passion for writing.  Milne proves that domestic duties and creative 

inspiration were not incompatible, although honoring both proved nearly impossible at 

times.  Milne’s poems provide us with insight into the challenges, priorities, fears, and 

passions of a Scottish working-class woman writer, and her poetry reminds us of the 

struggles and triumphs, some individual, some universal, experienced by women writers 

throughout history. 
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